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Abstract: This study investigates the crashworthiness behavior of square aluminum thin-walled
tubes subjected to both axial and oblique impact loading, emphasizing the effects of crushing angle
and initial contact between impactor and tube on the plastic collapse initiation and energy absorption
capacity. A parametric study in crushing angle is conducted until 15◦, while the two examined types
of initial contact between impactor and tube consist of a contact-in-edge case and a contact-in-corner
one, aiming to capture the effect of initial contact on both plastic collapse and energy absorption. Both
experimental quasi-static tests and numerical simulation via finite element modeling in LS-DYNA
software are carried out for the evaluation of the crushing response of the tested tubes. The 5◦ oblique
cornered crushing revealed the greatest energy absorption, reflecting the most efficient loading case
as significant tearing failure occurred around the tube corners in axial crushing due to a higher peak
crushing force, while the increase in crushing angle caused a drop in energy absorption and peak
force regarding the oblique loading. Finally, an initial contact-in-corner case revealed higher energy
absorption compared to both axial and edged oblique loading, while peak force showed a slight
decrease with crushing angle in that case.

Keywords: crashworthiness; square tubes; energy absorption; oblique impact; LS-DYNA; initial contact

1. Introduction

Crashworthiness is a design philosophy that aims to control the extent of impact dam-
age, thus increasing the safety levels of structures subjected to impact loading. Thin-walled
structures have been widely proved as the most efficient energy-absorbing components,
providing high crashworthy performance with low weight, which highlights them as the
most preferable devices for crashworthy structures. In general, designing for crashworthi-
ness aims to control the extent of impact damage by dissipating the crushing kinetic energy
under a progressive collapse, converting it to plastic deformation energy for the crushed
structure. Tan et al. [1] highlighted that axial and oblique impact loading are the two main
crushing conditions based on the statistical data of an accident probability analysis, which
revealed that axial and angular crushing modes represent almost about 35% and 36% of car
crashes, respectively. In this direction, the research community has turned its interest into
studying the crashworthiness response of axially or obliquely crushed structures, aiming
to capture the effect of loading angle on energy absorption and failure-mode stability,
while significant attention is paid to identifying a critical crushing angle, which reacts to
a sharp decrease in energy-absorption capacity due to the occurrence of unstable global
bending-deformation mode during plastic collapse.

Kim and Wierzbicki [2] identified two different types of oblique impact consisting of
angled loading and off-axis loading, where the tube and impactor are moving vertically
towards an angled crushing surface in the first case, while in the case of off-axis loading the
tube and the bottom holder are obliquely positioned to the impactor at the proper crushing
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angle. A non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted in PAM-CRASH software,
aiming to reveal the most preferable loading case with respect to crushing angle, examining
square and rectangular tubes. Additionally, Reyes et al. [3] examined the behavior of
aluminum square tubes subjected to off-axis oblique impact loading until a 30◦ crushing
angle by conducting numerical simulations in LS-DYNA and utilizing experimental data
for their validation procedure. The results revealed the wall thickness and the initial length
as the key geometrical parameters, which mainly affected the crashworthiness performance,
while a 5◦ critical crushing angle was captured reacting to a significant drop in energy-
absorption capability due to the unstable global bending mode of collapse. Moreover, Han
and Park [4] investigated numerically the crushing response of mild steel square tubes
subjected to angled impact loading. Their work derived an analytical expression for mean
crushing force under oblique impact, while a critical crushing angle was identified, focusing
on the transition from a progressive to an unstable mode of collapse, such as Euler-type
buckling, reacting thus to a significant drop in energy absorption due to the progressive
decrease in crushing force during collapse.

Additionally, the crashworthiness response of more novel designs has been further
investigated in order to assess the effects of geometrical characteristics and cross-section
shape on energy absorption and on critical crushing angle considering the case of oblique
impact. Tran et al. [5] developed a theoretical approach for energy-absorption assessment of
multi-cell square tubes under oblique impact, validating their results via FEA simulations.
Pirmohammad et al. [6] studied multi-cell tubes subjected to oblique quasi-static loading
until an angle of 27◦ by carrying out FEA simulation in LS-DYNA. Different geometries
were examined and the complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) method was utilized
to identify the optimum geometry with respect to energy-absorption maximization, re-
vealing that circularly multi-cell tubes proved to be the most efficient design. Further,
Azimi et al. [7] studied homo-polygonal multi-cell aluminum tubes subjected to axial and
oblique loading under FEA simulation in LS-DYNA, validated against experimental tests.
The COPRAS method was utilized for capturing the optimum cross-section geometry
and cell dimensions. The superiority of multi-cell tubes against conventional ones was
highlighted, as their crashworthiness performance gains seemed to be significantly higher,
especially at low crushing angles.

Additionally, the crushing response of tapered thin-walled tubes subjected to axial
and oblique impact has been also investigated. Liu et al. [8] studied tapered star-shaped
aluminum tubes by conducting a numerical multi-objective optimization to identify the
optimum cross-section topology with respect to peak-crushing-force (PCF) minimization
and specific-energy-absorption (SEA) maximization. The results showed that an almost
10% increase in SEA can be achieved by the optimal design of a star-shaped tube, while
greater wall thickness and taper angle react to an increase in critical crushing angle from
10◦ to 15◦. Further, Qi et al. [9] investigated the response of tapered square tubes by
studying numerically several multi-cell configurations, indicating that multi-cell tubes
revealed greater energy absorption compared to single-cell ones. Song et al. [10] conducted
a numerical study on windowed tubes under oblique loading, highlighting their greater
energy-absorption capacity compared to conventional tubes, while an optimum window
design seemed to be capable of increasing the critical crushing angle. Moreover, the crash-
worthiness behavior of functionally graded thickness (FGT) tubes under oblique crushing
has also been examined. Mohammadiha et al. [11] indicated that the optimal thickness
distribution alongside tube length is affected by the crushing angle in the case of oblique
loading, while Baykasoglou et al. [12] revealed that the FGT effect on energy absorption
seems to be stronger in high crushing angles where a 93% increase in SEA can be achieved.
Finally, Crutzen et al. [13] studied a beneficial wall-thickness distribution for obliquely
crushed square tubes in order to avoid the occurrence of an unstable global bending mode
during plastic collapse, which would reduce significantly energy-absorption capacity.

Furthermore, Bai et al. [14] studied numerically the crushing behavior of obliquely
loaded novel octagonal sandwiched tubes reinforced with an internal plate. The internal
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plate thickness revealed a significant impact on optimum design, which was further affected
by the loading angle. Additionally, the crashworthiness response of obliquely loaded
polymer-fiber-reinforced tubes [15] and hybrid tubes with composite external layers [16]
has been also examined for identifying the optimum design and ply orientation in order
to maximize energy absorption. In addition, other novel designs such as honeycomb
structures [17], lateral corrugated tubes [18], and double conical tubes [19] have been
also investigated and proved to be of significant crashworthy efficiency with honeycomb
structures, reaching the greatest energy-absorption capacity among the others in the case of
oblique impact loading.

The effect of foam-filling has been widely studied regarding the crushing response of
thin-walled structures under axial and oblique impact loading. Qi et al. [20] examined foam-
filled circular and conical aluminum tubes subjected to oblique crushing by conducting
FEA simulations. Foam-filled tubes revealed an improvement in PCF and SEA compared
to empty tubes, while foam-filled conical tubes reached a maximum increase in SEA of
106%. Gao et al. [21] conducted a multi-objective optimization for foam-filled ellipse tubes
via FEA modeling, showing a 3% drop in PCF and 27% increase in SEA compared to
empty circular and square tubes. Finally, Borvik et al. [22] examined empty and foam-
filled aluminum circular tubes under oblique loading until 30◦ via both quasi-static tests
and numerical simulations in LS-DYNA. The provided results revealed that foam-filling
increases crashworthiness efficiency, while the energy-absorption drop in high crushing
angles seemed to be more strongly affected in the case of foam-filled tubes rather than
empty ones.

The current work studies the crashworthiness behavior of thin-walled aluminum
square tubes subjected to axial and oblique impact loading. Quasi-static experimental
tests and FEA numerical simulations in LS-DYNA are carried out for both the validating
procedure of the developed models and the evaluation of crashworthiness performance. A
parametric analysis of crushing angle varying until 15◦ is conducted in order to investigate
the effect of crushing angle on energy absorption, plastic collapse initiation, and on the
stability of collapse mode. Finally, two different types of initial contact between impactor
and tube are examined, containing a contact-in-edge case and a contact-in-corner one, in
order to capture the effect of initial contact on plastic collapse by assessing the change in
PCF and energy-absorption capability.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Examined Test Cases and Specimens

The current work studied the crashworthiness behavior of thin-walled square tubes
subjected to axial and oblique impact loading. The investigation was carried out by
conducting experimental tests in INSTRON 4482 testing machine (Instron, Norwood MA,
USA) (Figure 1) and finite element numerical simulation in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software
Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA, USA). The examined specimens consisted of
thin-walled aluminum square tubes produced via an extrusion process. All specimens were
cut at a length of 100 mm, while the dimensions of their square cross-sections were 50 mm
in width and 1.5 mm in wall thickness, revealing a specimen mass of 78.57 g.

The examined cases of the tested tubes contained axial and oblique loading of 5◦–10◦–15◦

crushing angles representing the loading cases 1–4 respectively, according to which the
specimens were numbered properly. All oblique loading cases were carried out representing
off-axis crushing conditions with the tube and the bottom holder being positioned at the
proper angle to the impactor. Further, the bottom tube end was fixedly supported to the
bottom holder via an external configuration of the last one in order to avoid any sliding
during collapse in the case of oblique crushing. The examination of the selected oblique
loading cases aims for a parametric analysis of crushing angle in order to assess its effect on
energy-absorption capacity, plastic collapse initiation, and the stability of the occurring failure
mechanism during plastic deformation. Finally, in each oblique loading case, two different
types of initial contact between impactor and tubular specimen are examined, containing a
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contact-in-edge case and a contact-in-corner one regarding the top end of tube as depicted in
Figure 2 where edged and cornered initial contacts are labelled as “a” and “b” respectively.
The above investigation selection aims to estimate the effect of initial contact under oblique
impact loading on plastic collapse initiation and in consequence of the collapse progress and
energy-absorption capability of the crushed structure.

Figure 1. Experimental test configuration.

Figure 2. Type of examined initial contact between tube and impactor. (a) contact-in-edge case;
(b) contact-in-corner case.

2.2. Material Characterization

The tested aluminum tubes are made of AA6060-T6 subjected to an extrusion process.
In order to develop effective numerical models, the mechanical properties and the harden-
ing behavior during plastic deformation of AA6060-T6 tube need to be identified for the
material-modeling procedure. For this reason, an experimental tension test is conducted
according to ASTM E8M-2004 standards in an INSTRON 4482 testing machine (Instron,
Norwood, MA, USA) at room temperature under a loading rate of 10 mm/min. Although
numerical simulations are examined under a significantly higher loading rate, representing
the crushing conditions, the selected loading rate of the tension test is considered reliable
due to the fact that AA6060-T6 has been proved as lightly sensitive to strain rate [23], and
thus it can be modelled as rate-insensitive with good accuracy.
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In addition, the tension test is conducted twice in order to avoid any possible material
defects or data recording mismatches securing thus the validity of the provided results.
Figure 3 depicts the stress–strain curve of AA6060-T6 as revealed from the processing
of the measured force and recorded displacement data. Finally, the material mechanical
properties such as density, Poisson ratio, and Young’s modulus are estimated according
to open literature data, while yield stress, ultimate stress, plastic strain failure, and the
stress-plastic strain hardening curve are extracted from the provided tension test curves as
summarized at Tables 1 and 2.

Figure 3. AA6060-T6 material stress–strain curve from tension tests.

Table 1. AA6060-T6 material properties.

Description Variable Value

Density (kg/m3) ρ 2700
Young modulus (GPa) E 70

Poisson ratio (-) ν 0.33
Yield stress (MPa) σY 180

Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) UTS 229
Failure plastic strain (%) εpf 7.93

Table 2. AA6060-T6 stress-plastic strain hardening curve.

Stress, σ (MPa) Plastic Strain, εp (%)

180 0.00
200 0.40
208 1.05
216 2.25
220 2.84
225 3.92
228 4.96
229 5.77

2.3. Quasi-Static Compression Tests

All experimental compression tests were conducted in an INSTRON 4482 dual-column
testing machine (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) under quasi-static conditions of 10 mm/min
loading rate. In all test cases, the maximum specimen shortening reached about 60 mm,
while in the case of oblique loading, the tube and the bottom holder were rotated to the
proper angle, representing off-axis oblique loading conditions. Furthermore, in the case
of oblique loading, the bottom tube end was fixedly supported to the bottom holder in
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order to avoid any sliding during plastic collapse. For each experimental test, a proper
data recording system was utilized for force (F) and displacement (x) measurements in
order to provide the respective experimental F-x curve, which is taken into consideration
for both crashworthiness performance evaluation of the examined tubes and the validating
procedure of the developed finite element models. Moreover, different states of plastic
collapse are captured during the specimen-deformation process in order to identify the
failure mechanism occurring and its formation characteristics. Finally, the experimental
results regarding crashworthiness response parameters and collapse mode are set into
comparison with the numerical results for validating the accuracy of the developed models,
although the examined strain rate of quasi-static tests and FEA simulations differ from
each other, as AA6060-T6 has been described as strain-rate insensitive with sufficient
accuracy [23].

2.4. Crashworthiness Response Parameters

This study utilizes several widely used crashworthiness response parameters regard-
ing energy-absorption capacity, plastic collapse initiation, and crushing efficiency in order
to evaluate the crashworthiness performance of the examined tubes. The energy-absorption
mechanism of thin-walled tubes contains the bending energy, which is dissipated by the
bending of rotated folds and the membrane energy, which in turn is dissipated by the
extension of formulated plastic folds [24]. In more specificity, the utilized crashworthi-
ness indicators include peak crushing force (PCF), mean crushing force (MCF), energy
absorption (EA), specific energy absorption (SEA), and crushing force efficiency (CFE).
The assessment of the above crashworthiness response parameters is carried out via the
provided force-displacement curves.

EA refers to total energy absorption, which is dissipated during plastic collapse as the
crushing kinetic energy is transformed into plastic deformation energy. Considering F(x)
as the instantaneous crushing force and d as the maximum impactor displacement, EA is
computed as the total area below the force-displacement curve as depicted in the following:

EA =

d∫
0

F(x)dx (1)

However, a more reliable indicator for assessing the energy-absorption capacity of
structures is SEA, which expresses the absorbed energy per unit mass of the crushed
structure (m). Thus, SEA reflects a more indicative parameter than EA for comparing the
crashworthiness performance for structures of different material, dimensions, and cross-
section geometry. Thus, for a crushed structure of ρmaterial density, A cross-sectional area,
and d maximum crushing shortening, SEA is expressed as follows:

SEA =
EA
m

=
EA

ρ · A · d (2)

Regarding the crushing force indicators, PCF and MCF contain the two metrics, which
reflect the plastic collapse initiation and the energy-absorption capacity, respectively. In
more detail, PCF refers to maximum crushing force required for plastic collapse initiation
and is responsible for the initial formulation of the first plastic convolution, while MCF
is defined as the ratio of energy absorption to the maximum impactor displacement. In
fact, MCF represents a constant sustained force during post-buckling region of force-
displacement curve in which the plastic collapse progresses, formulating local force peaks
and lows reflecting the formulation of external and internal folds, respectively. Thus, PCF
and MCF can be expressed, respectively, as:

PCF = max {F(x)} (3)
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MCF =
EA
d

(4)

Finally, CFE is defined as the ratio of MCF to PCF where MCF reflects the mean
sustained force under which the plastic collapse progresses by folding deformation. Thus,
considering PCF as the maximum crushing force, the CFE parameter reflects the uniformity
of crushing force fluctuation and is expressed as:

CFE =
MCF
PCF

(5)

Thus, the desirable characteristics of an efficient energy absorber include high enough
EA and SEA revealing a sufficiently high energy-absorption capability under low weight.
Similarly, high MCF will allow for high EA levels, while PCF must be sufficiently high
to allow for high crushing-force levels, restricted however by a reasonable upper limit,
which must be reached by the crushing force in order to deform plastically the crushed
structure, as in the opposite case the level of absorbed energy will be negligible due to
inelastic deformation.

2.5. Finite Element Modeling

For the crashworthiness response evaluation of the examined tubes, numerical sim-
ulations are also carried out utilizing non-linear explicit dynamic LS-DYNA code [25] as
the modeling tool in this study. Finite element (FE) models are developed for the exam-
ined cases of axial and oblique impact loading in order to investigate the crashworthiness
behavior and capture the effect of crushing angle and initial type of contact between tube
and impactor. Therefore, for each simulated oblique impact loading case, two different
FE models are created, representing each examined initial contact type between impactor
and tube, as Figure 4 depicts regarding edged and cornered oblique crushing conditions.
For the development of the FE models, the geometry and the dimensions are initially
defined regarding the parts from which the tested configuration consists of, including
the tube specimen, bottom holder, and impactor. Next, an element mesh is generated,
selecting the type of finite elements and the mesh density, while following this the material
properties are adjusted properly. After this, the boundary conditions are defined regarding
the tube-end support, constraining properly its nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs), while
also boundary conditions for avoiding any penetration phenomena are considered for
the interface contacts. The modeling procedure is completed by determining the loading
characteristics and the time termination.

Figure 4. FE models for oblique impact loading under an edged (left) and a cornered (right) initial
contact.
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More specifically, thin-walled tested tubes are modelled via four-node shell elements
as their accuracy in predicting the failure mechanism regarding the collapse mode and
the number of formulated folds has been proved more reliable than others in the case of
thin-walled structures [26]. In contrast, impactor and bottom-holder base are modelled via
eight-node solid elements, as they are treated as compact rigid bodies. In addition, the shell
element tubular square cross-section is dimensioned according to its mean circumference,
with a width of 48.5 mm, while the finite element mesh density is generated properly,
such that the shell element dimensions are adjusted at 1.5 × 1.5 mm, as a dimensioning
just about equal to the tube-wall thickness provides reliable results regarding the fold
formulation of thin-walled structures [27]. Further, for the shell element formulation,
the Belytschko–Lin–Tsay formula with five integration points through shell thickness is
considered. The proposed element formulation model is based on the Reissner–Mindlin
kinematic assumption [28], which takes into account the superposition of mid-surface
displacements and rotations to express plate deformation, considered as thus more suitable
for shell elements. Additionally, a viscous and stiffness hourglass control is adjusted
according to the Flanagan–Belytschko stiffness formula under an hourglass coefficient
of 0.1, thus avoiding an hourglass formation of elements, which results in zero energy-
deformation modes and volumetric blocking [7], which could bring instabilities during
numerical solution.

For the material modeling, the AA6060-T6 tube material is approached via an isotropic
elastic-plastic model utilizing the ‘Mat024 piecewise linear plasticity’ keyword of LS-
DYNA, which is capable of capturing AA6060-T6 linearly hardening behavior sufficiently.
In specific, the ‘Mat024′ keyword utilizes the material properties such as density, Poisson
ratio, and Young’s modulus, which are introduced according to the data listed in Table 1,
and considers further AA6060-T6’s linear hardening behavior, which is identified by a
number of stress-plastic strain points, according to the results from the AA6060-T6 tension
test in Table 2. In addition, the ‘Mat024′ model is capable of accounting for failure criteria
and the strain-rate effect [24], which however is not implemented in this study, as AA6060-
T6 has been described as strain-rate insensitive [23] with sufficient accuracy. In contrast,
a failure plastic strain of 7.93% according to Table 1’s results is implemented during FE
material modeling in order to capture the tearing failure around tube corners during their
plastic collapse, as revealed in some of the experimental tests. Thus, this study considers
aluminum-tube hardening behavior with only the effect of plastic strain implementing
in addition a failure plastic strain penalty. Regarding the steel plates of the impactor and
bottom holder base, the ‘Mat020 rigid’ keyword is utilized as both impactor and bottom base
are of significantly higher mass and stiffness and are considered thus as undeformable and
rigid bodies. For ‘Mat020′ model of impactor and bottom holder, steel material properties
are considered, such as 7830 kg/m3 density, 200 GPa Young’s modulus and a Poisson ration
of 0.3, while for each body the kinematic DOFs are also adjusted properly, allowing only a
vertical displacement for impactor and constraining each kinematic DOF for the bottom
holder base, which is stationary during the test.

Following this, the boundary conditions for the interface contacts are implemented in
order to prevent from any penetration between the interacting structural members. Thus,
at first a ‘nodes-to-surface’ contact algorithm between tube and rigid bodies of impactor
and holder base is adjusted in order to avoid any penetration of the nodes of the tube
shell elements with the surface of the impactor and bottom base. The ‘nodes-to-surface’
contact algorithm implements a penalty formulation that allows the separate definition of
the tube slave nodes and the master contacting surfaces of rigid impactor and base, thus
preventing any penetration in the interfaces. Additionally, Coulomb friction conditions are
considered by applying static and dynamic friction coefficients of 0.61 and 0.47, respectively,
according to open literature data for aluminum–steel interface contacts. In addition, an
‘automatic single surface’ contact algorithm is further implemented to detect self-interaction
of tube shell elements contacting each other during the formulation of folds, as the plastic
collapse progresses. For this reason, shell elements’ nodal normal projections are used by
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the ‘automatic single surface’ algorithm in order to prevent tube elements from penetrating
the specimen surface. Coulomb friction static and dynamic coefficients are adjusted to
equal 1.2 and 1.4, respectively, according to open literature data for aluminum–aluminum
interface contacts. More, boundary conditions regarding the fixed bottom tube end are also
adjusted, constraining the bottom tube nodal DOFs against any displacement and rotation.

Completing the FE-modeling procedure, the loading characteristics of each examined
test case are simulated by applying a constant loading rate of 1 m/s until 60 mm of maxi-
mum impactor vertical displacement, while the examined crushing angle is implemented
by rotating tube and bottom holder base to the proper angle. The significantly higher
loading rate of FEA simulations compared to that of quasi-static tests is not only due to the
strain-rate insensitivity of AA6060-T6, but also mainly due to the fact that the explicit time
integration method, which is utilized during numerical solution, requires a reasonable time
step, revealing thus simultaneously reliable results and avoiding extremely large calcula-
tion times. Finally, a time step of 1 ms is adjusted for recording the force-displacement data
and the collapse states of the FEA simulations.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Modeling Verification

At first, a comparison between experiments and FE models was carried out in order
to secure the validity of the developed models for accounting for both numerical and
experimental results (Table 3) in the evaluation of the crashworthiness performance of the
square tubes in terms of energy-absorption capacity and plastic collapse initiation. Thus,
both tests and simulations showed a sufficient agreement in crushing force fluctuation
during collapse, as the respective force-displacement curves depict in all examined cases
shown in Figures 5–8. As a result, a sufficient agreement in the predicted PCF and EA was
revealed too, providing deviations between tests and simulations below 7.6% and 6.8%,
respectively, as Table 4 depicts.

Table 3. Experimental and numerical results for crashworthiness parameters.

Loading Case Method PCF (kN) MCF (kN) EA (kJ) SEA
(kJ/kg) CFE (-)

0◦
Experiment 44.02 15.28 0.913 19.36 0.347
Simulation 43.96 14.74 0.885 18.76 0.335

5◦—edge Experiment 25.21 14.90 0.894 18.97 0.591
Simulation 23.30 14.63 0.878 18.62 0.628

5◦—corner
Experiment 26.14 17.06 1.022 21.68 0.653
Simulation 24.80 16.73 1.004 21.90 0.675

10◦—edge Experiment 23.66 14.15 0.848 18.01 0.598
Simulation 23.20 13.85 0.831 17.63 0.597

10◦—corner
Experiment 24.62 16.29 0.977 20.73 0.661
Simulation 24.98 15.74 0.945 20.04 0.630

15◦—edge Experiment 21.07 13.58 0.815 17.28 0.644
Simulation 21.57 13.79 0.827 17.55 0.639

15◦—corner
Experiment 24.17 15.93 0.956 20.27 0.659
Simulation 23.49 14.84 0.890 18.89 0.632
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Figure 5. Experimental and numerical results of 0◦ crushing angle for axial impact. (a) force-
displacement curve; (b) EA-displacement curve.

Figure 6. Experimental and numerical results of 5◦ crushing angle for cornered and edged oblique
impact. (a) force-displacement curve; (b) EA-displacement curve.

Figure 7. Experimental and numerical results of 10◦ crushing angle for cornered and edged oblique
impact. (a) force-displacement curve; (b) EA-displacement curve.
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Figure 8. Experimental and numerical results of 15◦ crushing angle for cornered and edged oblique
impact. (a) force-displacement curve; (b) EA-displacement curve.

Table 4. Deviation in PCF and EA between experiments and simulations.

Loading Case Deviation in PCF (%) Deviation in EA (%)

0o 0.13 3.07
5◦—edge 7.57 1.82

5◦—corner 5.15 1.79
10◦—edge 1.97 2.12

10◦—corner 1.44 3.35
15◦—edge 2.38 1.56

15◦—corner 2.81 6.82

Further, simulations seemed to capture sufficiently the plastic collapse mechanisms
that occurred in tests, as Figures 9–15 depict, predicting both the collapse mode and the
number of formulated folds in most cases, which is additionally reflected by the number of
local peaks and lows in crushing-force fluctuation during impactor displacement. More
specifically, for an axially crushed tube, the test showed an inextensional deformation
mode with three formulated folds during collapse, while tearing failure was also observed
around tube corners, due to the high bending-moment concentration. In similar direction,
the simulation revealed a mixed collapse mode, showing two initial extensional folds
and one inextensional fold at following, predicting in addition the occurrence of tearing
around tube corners. Moreover, for 5◦ and 10◦ obliquely crushed tubes either under an
edged or a cornered initial contact with the impactor, both tests and simulations revealed
three inextensional folds during plastic deformation; however, the slight tearing around
tube corners in tests was not captured by simulations due to a lower PCF, which was
not proved to be great enough to react to material failure, due to stress concentration in
the tube corners. Finally, regarding 15◦ obliquely crushed tubes under either an initial
contact with the impactor on an edge or in a corner, both simulations and tests agreed on
an inextensional deformation mode during collapse, formulating two folds, while the slight
tearing failure observed in tests was not captured by simulations as was achieved in the
axial impact loading case. Therefore, all simulations showed a sufficient agreement with
the experiments regarding both the collapse mechanism and the number of formulated
folds, while tearing failure was only captured in axial impact loading, as the in the case of
obliquely crushed tubes the tearing extent was significantly lower without thus affecting
the energy-absorption capacity, which was predicted with sufficient accuracy by FE models.
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Figure 9. Plastic deformation progress of 0◦ crushing angle for axial impact. (a) experiment;
(b) simulation.

Figure 10. Plastic deformation progress of 5◦ crushing angle for edged oblique impact. (a) experiment;
(b) simulation.

Figure 11. Plastic deformation progress of 5◦ crushing angle for cornered oblique impact.
(a) experiment; (b) simulation.

Figure 12. Plastic deformation progress of 10◦ crushing angle for edged oblique impact. (a) experi-
ment; (b) simulation.
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Figure 13. Plastic deformation progress of 10◦ crushing angle for cornered oblique impact.
(a) experiment; (b) simulation.

Figure 14. Plastic deformation progress of 15◦ crushing angle for edged oblique impact. (a) experi-
ment; (b) simulation.

Figure 15. Plastic deformation progress of 15◦ crushing angle for cornered oblique impact.
(a) experiment; (b) simulation.

3.2. Force-Displacement Characteristics

For the evaluation of crashworthiness performance, force-displacement and EA-
displacement curves are provided regarding both experimental and numerical results
as Figures 5–8 depict. Thus, the proper crashworthiness indicators are estimated in order
to assess the energy-absorption capacity and the plastic collapse initiation regarding the
examined loading cases. In more specificity, the plastic collapse initiation of axially crushed
tubes occurred around 44 kN, formulating the first plastic fold, while at the next, two
more folds were deformed as reflected by the local peaks and lows in crushing force, the
fluctuation of which was sustained around an MCF of 15 kN during collapse. In fact,
tearing failure was also observed around tube corners due to high stress concentration,
which is captured by the drop in the rate of EA increase during impactor displacement
range from 20 mm to 40 mm as shown in Figure 5b. That decrease in the rate of EA increase
is caused by the unstable behavior of tearing failure, which was predicted slightly earlier
during collapse progress by the FE model compared to the experiment. For this reason,
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a deviation between experiment and simulation is provided regarding the displacement
region in which the EA slope reduction occurred in Figure 5b, where the tearing failure is
predicted at a lower displacement by the FE model.

For the 5◦ obliquely crushed tube, regarding the initial contact in the edge case between
impactor and tube, the plastic collapse initiation was revealed around 24 kN, while the
force fluctuation during collapse was sustained around 14.8 kN, formulating three local
peaks and lows of crushing force, reflecting the deformation of three inextensional plastic
folds. Further, the slight tube tearing that occurred did not seem enough to react to any
significant EA decrease, as its increase rate during collapse seems to be almost constant, as
Figure 6b depicts. However, the 5◦ crushing angle reacted to both PCF and EA decrease,
due to the additional bending moment introduced by the lateral crushing-force component,
thus facilitating both plastic collapse initiation and progress, as less bending energy was
required for the formulation of plastic folds. Regarding the 5◦ obliquely crushed tube under
an initial contact with the impactor on a corner, a PCF of 25 kN revealed the plastic collapse
initiation, and also revealed a progressive behavior, with three inextensional folds reflected
by the crushing-force distribution around 17 kN MCF. Despite the angled loading, the 5◦

cornered oblique crushing revealed greater energy-absorption capacity compared to both
5◦ edged loading and axial impact, as the tearing failure was of a significantly lower extent,
which in the case of the axially collapsed tube reacted to an important decrease in EA.

The 10◦ obliquely crushed tube under an initial edge contact with the impactor, re-
vealed a PCF of 23.5 kN while MCF was sustained about 14 kN reflecting the formulation of
three plastic folds during collapse, as depicted by the local force peaks in force-displacement
curve in Figure 7a. The greater crushing angle of 10◦ compared to previous cases reacted to
lower PCF, while further energy-absorption capability revealed a decrease too as the angled
loading introduced an additional bending moment, which facilitated the plastic fold defor-
mation and thus plastic collapse initiation and progress. In the case of the 10◦ obliquely
crushed tube with an initial corner contact with impactor, PCF and MCF were captured at
about 24.8 kN and 16 kN, respectively, revealing a PCF drop due to the increased crushing
angle compared to axial and 5◦ oblique impact. However, the EA seemed to be greater
compared to the 10◦ oblique edged loading due to the cornered initial contact and slighter
tearing extent, which is reflected in Figure 7b, where EA increases linearly during collapse
under a more constant slope compared to that of the edged oblique loading. However, both
PCF and EA revealed a slight decrease compared to 5◦ oblique loading for both edged and
cornered initial contact types, due to the higher crushing angle.

Finally, the 15◦ obliquely crushed tube under an edged initial contact with the impactor
revealed a PCF of 21.2 kN, reflecting a plastic collapse initiation, while MCF was captured
about 13.7 kN reflecting the lowest energy-absorption capacity among all examined cases
due to the crushing angle effect, which reduced EA with loading angle increase. The
occurrence of slight tearing failure resulted in only a slight drop in the rate of EA increase
during the final stages of collapse, as captured in Figure 8b by the reduced EA curve slope.
However, regarding the 15◦ cornered oblique impact case, PCF and EA were at greater
levels due to the cornered contact between tube and impactor, which introduced a lower
bending moment due to the angled loading compared to the edged oblique crushing. As a
result, EA increased linearly at a greater rate compared to the edged oblique loading.

3.3. Deformation Modes

The plastic collapse mode is also investigated by evaluating the observations of both
experiments and simulations by capturing different states of collapse shown in Figures 9–15
for all examined cases. The importance of analyzing the failure mechanism that occurred is
its effect on the crushing force fluctuation during plastic deformation, as the local peaks
and lows in crushing force reflect the formulation of external and internal plastic folds,
respectively. Thus, the mode of collapse mechanism affects further the energy-absorption
capacity of a crushed structure and for this reason it is considered an additional indicator
of crashworthiness performance in terms of a progressive and stable collapse, which will
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allow for high EA levels. As Figure 9 depicts, the axially crushed tube revealed three plastic
folds during collapse, while tearing failure also occurred around the tube corners due to
the high stress concentration. In fact, the experiment showed three inextensional folds in
contrast with the FE simulation, which in turn revealed a mixed collapse mode by initially
formulating two extensional folds and one inextensional fold. The tearing failure reacted to
the EA decrease as its rate of increase dropped slightly due to the unstable behavior of the
tearing mechanism.

Both 5◦ and 10◦ obliquely crushed tubes under either an edged or a cornered initial
contact with impactor revealed three inextensional folds during their collapse, in which
both experiments and simulation showed an absolute agreement. Further, slight tearing
failure was captured in the experimental observations, the low extent of which did not seem
to affect significantly the energy-absorption capability, as EA showed a constant increase
rate during the collapse affected by the stable and progressive behavior of inextensional
folding deformation.

Moreover, 15◦ obliquely crushed tube formulated two inextensional folds during
plastic collapse under both edged and cornered initial contact with impactor. Further, the
experiments revealed slight tearing around tube corners, which however was restricted in
low extent without so affecting significantly both failure stability and energy-absorption
capacity in consequence. Therefore, all examined crushed tubes revealed an inextensional
collapse mode formulating three plastic folds except the 15◦ crushed tubes, which deformed
under two folds, while further slight tearing failure was observed around tube corners,
which however was captured from the FE model only in the case of axial impact.

The inextensional folding deformation was caused by the non-uniform circumferential
distribution of the bending moment, which reacted to a stretching and a compression
of the cross-section in different directions, thus causing the formulation of rectangular
convolutions during plastic deformation. More specifically, as Figure 16 depicts, for the
case of 10◦ edged oblique crushing, the formulation of inextensional folds is caused by the
circumferentially non-uniform resultant bending moments Mx and My, which lead to either
external or internal buckling on the cross-section sides depending on their sign. Finally,
as Figure 17 shows, the inextensional folding mode was revealed in all crushed tubes,
showing in fact a significant superiority against the slight tearing failure occurring around
tube corners, thus providing high EA capacity due to its stable and progressive collapse.

Figure 16. Bending moment circumferential distribution during collapse for 10◦ edged oblique
impact. (a) Mx moment; (b) My moment.
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Figure 17. Final views of fully crushed tubes. (a) axial; (b) 5◦—edge; (c) 5◦—corner; (d) 10◦—edge;
(e) 10◦—corner; (f) 15◦—edge; (g) 15◦—corner.

3.4. Crushing Angle Effect

Both numerical and experimental results agreed on the effect of crushing angle on
crashworthiness performance in terms of plastic collapse initiation and energy-absorption
capacity. In more specificity, the increase in crushing angle resulted in a PCF decrease
due to the additional bending moment introduced by the lateral force component, which
facilitated plastic collapse initiation. Figure 18 depicts the above tendency showing a PCF
drop with the crushing angle either for an edge initial contact or a cornered one between
tube and impactor. In fact, PCF reveals a significant decrease in oblique impact loading,
reducing by about 43% from axial to 5◦ oblique impact, while at higher angles the PCF
drop seems to flatten out under corner contact between impactor and tube in contrast to
edged oblique loading in which PCF seems to linearly decrease with crushing angle even
at higher angles.

Further, Figure 19 shows that the increase in crushing angle reacted to lower EA,
as additional introduced bending moment due to angled loading facilitated the plastic
collapse progress by reducing the necessary plastic bending moment required for folding
deformation. However, the 5◦obliquely crushed tube under an initial corner contact
with the impactor revealed the greatest energy-absorption capacity, lying about 1.022 kJ
despite the 5◦ angled loading, as in the case of axial impact loading the significant tearing
failure around tube corners resulted in an EA decrease. For this reason, the EA of the
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axially collapsed tube proved lower compared to the 5◦ obliquely crushed tube under
corner contact in which the tearing occurred to a significantly lesser extent without thus
affecting EA, which was maintained sufficiently. However, the case of 5◦ edged oblique
impact revealed slightly lower EA compared to axial impact, as expected due to the
greater crushing angle. Therefore, increased crushing angles resulted in EA drop without
accounting for any tearing effect as shown more accurately for all examined oblique loading
cases, where a tearing effect was observed to a lower extent.

Figure 18. PCF variation with crushing angle.

Figure 19. EA variation with crushing angle.

Finally, as Figure 20 illustrates, CFE revealed an increase at low crushing angles for
either an edged or a cornered oblique impact compared to axial crushing, as in the case
of cornered oblique loading PCF showed a reduction with angle while EA increased due
to the absence of significant tearing. Thus, considering MCF as proportional to EA, CFE
seemed to be increased at low angles compared to axial impact. Additionally, in the case of
edged oblique loading, although both PCF and EA showed a decrease with angle, the drop
in PCF seemed stronger than the one of EA and in consequence in MCF, thus revealing a
CFE increase also at low crushing angles. Moreover, higher CFE levels were captured for
cornered oblique impact compared to the edged one, while the difference between them
seemed to decrease at higher angles. In specific, CFE was flattened out with a crushing
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angle increase according to experiments for cornered oblique impact, while simulations
showed a linear drop of CFE with crushing angle. In contrast, a CFE increase was captured
at high angles for edged oblique crushing conditions. Therefore, the cornered oblique
impact condition under low crushing angles can be evaluated as the most beneficial loading
case providing sufficiently low PCF, resulting in lesser tearing failure and achieving high
enough EA and CFE levels.

Figure 20. CFE variation with crushing angle.

3.5. Initial Contact Effect

The type of initial contact between impactor and tube did not seem to cause differences
in the plastic collapse mechanism in terms of deformation mode and number of formulated
folds, as all examined cases revealed the same collapse characteristics for either an edged
or a cornered oblique impact under a certain crushing angle. Regarding the effect of initial
contact on PCF, as Figure 18 depicts for all examined crushing angle range, cornered oblique
impact revealed greater PCF compared to edged one, while their difference was captured
slightly higher as the crushing angle increased. In fact, PCF seems to flatten out at high
crushing angles under an initial corner contact between tube and impactor, while in contrast
PCF decreased linearly under edged oblique impact conditions, showing more a sharper
drop at angles above 10◦. Thus, edged oblique crushing seems to better facilitate plastic
collapse initiation, providing lower PCF levels compared to cornered oblique loading.

Further, EA was revealed greater in the case of cornered oblique impact at all examined
crushing angle range compared to edged oblique loading providing higher energy capacity
for the crushed tubes as shown in Figure 19. In fact, 5◦ obliquely crushed tube under an
initial contact in corner with impactor revealed the greatest EA among all examined cases,
even compared to an axially collapsed tube in which the tearing failure reacted to an EA
drop. Moreover, the increased EA in the case of cornered oblique impact compared to
the edged one is premised on the fact that the additional bending moment (Madd) due
to angled loading introduced by the lateral force component (Fl) as Figure 21 shows, is
slightly lower compared to the one in the case of edged oblique crushing. Therefore, the
required deformation energy for plastic collapse progress is revealed at a slightly greater
magnitude for cornered oblique impact, thus resulting in a greater EA for a certain crushing
angle. That is because for short tubes and low crushing angles, the deformation energy
is mainly reflected by the bending moment (MFc), which is provided by the compressive
crushing force component (Fc) and which, combined with Madd, should result in the
plastic bending moment Mp required for plastic fold formulation. Therefore, considering
MFc as proportional to EA and in consequence considering MCF according to analytical
expressions of various past studies [29,30], the EA of a cornered obliquely crushed structure
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is revealed to be greater compared to that of edged oblique impact, as he is greater than hc
according to Equation (8).

Madd = Fl · h = F · sinα · h (6)

Mp = Madd + MFc (7)

tanα =
b

2(L− he)
=

√
2 b

2(L− hc)
(8)

Figure 21. Bending moment due to angled loading for edged (left) and cornered (right) oblique impact.

Finally, CFE is also captured at higher levels for cornered oblique crushing conditions
compared to edged ones, as in the first case the benefit in EA and in consequence in MCF
overcomes the greater observed PCF revealing thus higher CFE. In fact, the maximum
CFE is obtained at about 0.675 for the 5◦ obliquely crushed tube under an initial contact in
corner with impactor. Additionally, CFE seems to flatten out at higher angles regarding
cornered oblique impact, while edged oblique crushing revealed a CFE increase at higher
loading angles, thus reducing the difference in CFE between the two examined types of
initial contact at high angles. Therefore, cornered oblique impact under low crushing angles
is considered the most beneficial loading scenario resulting in the greatest EA capacity
under the highest CFE.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the crashworthiness behavior of thin-walled aluminum square
tubes subjected to both axial and oblique impact, emphasizing the effect of crushing
angle and initial contact between tube and impactor on plastic collapse initiation and
energy-absorption capability. Two types of initial contact were examined, consisting of an
edged and a cornered contact. Both quasi-static tests and FE simulation in LS-DYNA were
performed, while the provided experimental and numerical results were compared for the
modeling validation and the evaluation of crashworthiness performance.

Both experiments and simulations showed a sufficient agreement on PCF and EA,
while the observed collapse mechanism was also captured by the FE models, revealing
inextensional folds and predicting their number accurately. However, tearing failure
around tube corners was only captured for the axially crushed tube as in the case of
obliquely crushed tubes the low extent of the tearing that occurred was not shown by the
simulations, as the significantly lower PCF did not seem enough to cause material failure.
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In more specificity, in all examined cases three inextensional plastic folds were revealed
during collapse, except the 15◦ obliquely crushed tubes, where two inextensional folds
were formulated. Additionally, all conducted experiments revealed slight tearing failure
around tube corners, which however was of a significantly lower extent in the case of
obliquely crushed tubes. The 5◦ obliquely crushed tube under an initial corner contact
with the impactor revealed the greatest EA and CFE reflecting, and thus the most beneficial
loading condition for the examined square tubes. Compared to the axially crushed tube,
the greater energy capacity of the 5◦ cornered collapsed tube was revealed mainly due to
the lower tearing extent, which in the case of axial impact reacted to the EA drop due to its
greater magnitude.

Observing the results regarding oblique impact loading, the increase in crushing angle
resulted in PCF drop as the lateral force component reacted to additional bending moment,
thus facilitating the plastic collapse initiation. Further, the bending moment due to angled
loading resulted in a lower deformation energy required for folding formulation, thus
revealing an EA decrease as the crushing angle increased. In specific, however, the effect of
tearing failure on EA was proved stronger than that of the crushing angle in low loading
angles, thus resulting in a lower EA in the case of axial impact compared to 5◦ cornered
crushing. As a result, CFE was maximized in low crushing angles, while as the angle
became higher CFE seemed to flatten out or slightly increase.

Finally, regarding the effect of the initial contact type between impactor and tube,
cornered oblique impact revealed the greatest PCF and EA at all examined angle ranges.
More specifically, the difference in PCF between edged and cornered oblique collapse was
increased at higher crushing angles, as PCF almost flattened out at high angles, while
regarding edged oblique impact PCF seemed to linearly decrease with the loading angle.
Further, cornered oblique impact reacted to lower bending moment due to the angled
loading compared to the edged one, thus revealing significantly greater EA as higher
deformation energy was then required for folding formulation. However, the initial contact
type between impactor and tube did not seem to affect mechanism of the mode of plastic
collapse and the number of formulated folds. CFE was also higher for an initial corner
contact between the impactor and tube, while the difference in CFE compared to edged
oblique loading was decreased at higher angles. Therefore, cornered oblique impact under
a low crushing angle was proved to be the most beneficial loading case, providing the
greatest EA and CFE between all examined cases.
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